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Some Greek Fragments in the Freer Collection
The four fragment, of which I am going to treat in this
article, are not of exceptional importance in themselves, but
owe some of their interest to the company in which they were
found or rather bought.
Greek Fragment 1 is a parchment lea.f of lost codex. It now
measures 23.5 cm. by 15 cm., that is, about nine by six inches.
The parchment is about .17 mm. thick. The lea.f is now rather
irregular in shape and somewhat torn. It was doubtless both
dirty and crumpled when found, and was washed and pressed
flat by the finder or some early purchaser. It was bought by
Mr. Freer in the early summer of 1908 from the dealer Ali
Arabi of Gizeh near Cairo. There .were bought at the same
time a fragmentary Ooptic Psa.lter1 of the sixth century and a
small wooden holder or seat 1 having a curved top inlaid with
ivory. The three were said to have been found, together in the
same place where the famous Biblical MSS now known as
the W asbington MSS, had been dug up two years before.
The ink was originally a dark brown, but is now faded and
blurred; doubtless part of this indistinctness is due to the
modern washing it suft'ered. It is written in a large sloping uncia.l hand of the style known as Slavonic uncial Some letters
as • o tT 8 are narrower and all are heavily shaded, though not
otherwise overadorned. It is probably to be dated in the eighth
century, though early ninth is also a possibility. Breathings of
the square form and accents were inserted by the first hand,
though probably not in all cases. I failed to see the breathing
in thirty cases, while some thirty five accents were not discernible.
The most of the latter were in the dimmest lines, so I am inclined to think that the accents were more regularly written
than the breathings. I noted one cue of the incorrect use of
an accent in the portion read with certainty.
The writing is in one column and there ·are twenty-six lines
to the page. The average length of the lines is sixteen letters.
t
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To be published in Vol. X of the University of Michigan Studiee.
See University of Michigan Studies, VoL IX p. 3.
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In the text that follows I have given everything as read, except that the words are . separated. No missing accents or
breathings have been supplied.
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The fragment is found in Cyril of Alexandria, Homiliae
Diversae, X, 374 (Migne, vol. 77, p. 1021). There are several
Bible citations in the passage, of which three are noted in Migne:
p. 1, 11. 7-8 are from Isaiah 1 s, 'ItTpaJ,X Jl p.e ou11: l'YIIUJ, ~ea~ o
xa&~ I " OV O"VViJKev; 11. 1G-16, from John, 6 58-59, ov ~ea8mr
- 1'1..
I
lfl
I
,..
f!..,.,a-ro.,
o&t 'lraTeper
VIJ.fJ'V TO p.awa Kat aTel7avov·
ot TPfiYY"'V
Tov'Tov TOtl &p-rov t~O"f!Ta& elr TOll alQ,va. In this quotation vp.(;,v is
omitted with the N. T. MSS M BC LT ape Cop. Or, yet p.Owa
is added with MSS r 11 A II unc. 7 etc. but in the order of
MS M Theodoret et pauci, namely after i~eeivot </>&'YoYTer (for
:q,a')'OJI ol'lraTiper of all MSS); also ev ~ cp~IJ.fJ' from verse .9 is
added as likewise in the minuscule MSS xo 245 348 al ft" Syrlma
Theodoret.Nonn &c.; furthermore t~ec is read with BC E G
L S TV 11 A al Or Cbr Cyr (a second passage); Cyril breaks
the passage by inserting in the middle a passage of his own,
which however reminds one of Matthew 26 26, and its parallels.
On the second page, ll. 5-6, are taken without change from
I Peter 8 12, elr a nt8vp.ovtTw &rre'Xot 7rapwrotm.
To these we may add that on p. 1, ll. 1 and 2 may be roughly
compared with Psalm 77 2•, ~ew lfJpe~ev ali-roir p.O""a </>a'Yei'v ~ea~
&p...-ov o~pavoii ldfilll:ev ali-roir. 11. 2-• are from the Wisdom of
"
, .. a'lr
, , ovpavov
'
- ll'lrep.yar
,
.r.
aVTotr
So1omon 16 20, ~eat' ,f!Totp.ov apTov
'
...
aiCOTlaT~.
This is plainly a quotation from memory or has been intentionally adapted to the context of the passage. Note the omission
of aV-roir, the ~ompound verb for simple, and the change in
person. Lines 6-7 are from Deuteronomy 32 15, «w a..-eX&ICt
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Compared with the Migne edition (copied from the Antwerp
edition of 1618, which was based on a Vatican MS) our fragment
shows the following variants: 1) p. 1, 1. 4 OKO'II'taTMr for Oll:cwtatTTWr; 2) 1. 6 a'lre'X&II:Tttev for a..-eX&II:Ttcrev; 3) l 7 -de; 4) 1. 9
IUIV Cp.e for p.e; 5) 1. 16 t~CTe& for t~O"f!Tat; 6) 1. 18 J&apKWr for
mzp'YWr; 7) 1. 22 •TaVr'IS'; 8) 1. 26 [~ea-r]ap.a8eiv for ICOT&JeiJI;
9) 1. 23 add •• , after ~; 10) p. 2, 1. 1 ava'lr'Tu!"'IU~' for ava'll"•
~~op.ev; 11) 1. 1 7rpo6vp.J}yra-ra for 7rpo6vp#raTa; 12) 1. 2 ~
O"filp.ev fO):' ~Op.t!JI; 13) 1. 5 rtrt8up.oVO"lll for nrt8v~CTOVO"~;
14) 1. 8 7rapa'Xo-yw.Jp.evot for ?rapaXo-y,top.evot; 15) 1. 9 8etod~
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for 9e.OHJ~; 16) 19 7rpo~crrniA,ba for 7rpo~,.,ba; 17) Lj()
~'for &11avrer; 18) 1. 22 oiS for K~ptor; 19) 1. 26-' cf>lA.TGT'OI..
Most of these nineteen variants represent an improvement
in the text and some are quite interesting. In the first, fifth,
and thirteenth variants the text of the fragment agrees with the
best :MSS of the corresponding passages of the Bible, while m
the fourth it has a combination reading made by uniting IIDD of
Aquila-Theodotion with ep.e for p.e of the Septuagint. The second
variant is a change in the Deuteronomy text, not elsewhere
supported. The 16th is a new word, but a double compound
characteristic of late Greek.
The seventeenth variant (;1/CJvrt is also very interestiDg as it
is an easy itacism for civ&vr, which I assume is correct. It
furnishes a natural explanation for the variants of the early
editions ({;.,avrer ?ropeiaJI and aJITt7ropeiall). The sixth T&riant
has the support of the Vatican MS against the editions; it
should be restored to the text. The eighth, fourteenth, and
eighteenth variants fit either context or style · of the author
better and could not have easily arisen from corruptions of the
accepted text. Thus in about half of the cases the fragment
certainly has a better text than the editiona. That four of these
variants fall in Bible quotations is eloquent testimony on the
danger of using uncritical editions of the Church Fathers in
settling text questions of the Bible.
Greek .Fragments 2, 3 and 4 were bought of a priest in Cairo
in 1909. The more important part of the purchase consists of
ten miniatures published by Professor Morey in volume Xll of
the University of Michigan Studies. The small bundle doubtless came as plunder or gift from some existing monastery, not
necessarily located in Egypt or even near it. None of these
fragments have any connection with the famous :MS8 in the
Freer Collection.
Greek Fragment 2 is a piece of thick parchment, apparently
taken from a binding. Its present size is 51/ 1 inches by 8 1/ 1
inches. It came from an old lectionary, which was written in
double columns of 17 lines to a page and about ten letters to
the line. One column and a few letters from the line ends of
another are preserved on each side of the leaf.
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The ink is brown and much faded; punctuation and reading
marks are in red; Meents and breathings are in brown and by

the first hand; the writing is in large upright capitals rather
plainly but heavily written; e, o and tT are narrower, but other
letters are of good width. It may be dated in the tenth century
or possibly a little later.
The text covers Matthew 15 23-26 and Luke 1811-ts, while
on the two sides of the other half of the double leaf there are
recognizable fragments of Luke 15 19-20 and u--21. The regular
order of lectionary readings shows that Luke 18 tS-u; 20 '621 4, and 15 11-19, came between the two halves of this double
leaf fragment. There are thus seventeen verses missing, and
as about two verses are needed for a column there must have
been eight columns or four pages between the two parts of the
fragment; four verses are each time missing between the fragments which come on opposite sides of the same half of the
leaf. We have therefore a portion of the third and sixth
of an eight leaf quire and the outer columns of each leaf are
missing.
The text of these brief passages is in the main of the Antioch type, but one or two good readings occur, which point to
a better ancestor: in Matthew 15 25 ?rpotrati'lle' with N* B D M
1 15 33 124 al OL Arm Or and a!h-o11 for aUTrp with A alone.
In Luke 18 ts we find
p.wcpo8e11 with 050T· Sod 15 27 42 49
124 157 229 270 280 351 482 489 700 1252T. Sod•
Greek Fragment 3 also quite certainly came from an old
binding. It was perhaps pasted on to the inside of ·a cover, as
only one side has been injured. It is still a large leaf of thick
parchment, 108/ , by 71/ , inches. The writing is in two columns
of 21 lines each and there are about fifteen letters to the line.
The ink is brown, inclining to fade. Accents and breathings
are in the same color, but titles and reading marks are in red.
The writing is an advanced type of the Slavonic unciel Letters
are large, slope to the right, and incline to be narrow. Ornamentation is not excessive though (} -o/ -r J. show conspicuolJS
dots at the ends of cross strokes. The MS is not later than
early tenth century.
At the bottom of the front side of the leaf is the number 185

a?ro
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in blA.ck ink. The numerals, though Arabic, do not usist in
fixing the date, as the MS was certainly preserved in Mohammedan territory, where the modern numerals were in use from
the tenth century on.
The fragment contains one lection and parts of two othen;
it wa.s once a part of an ordinary church lectionary. The passages preserved are Matthew 9 6-8; 10 87-11t; and 9 27-83.
The text is rather interesting, though much disfigured by itacisms and similar misspellings. The following readings are noteworthy: 9 8 Jo~atov for 6Jo~atTav; cf. Syr" (- eoo~«tov); 9 21
T~ iii for alm'd sol (a few good MSS omit); 9 28 add [cai]
before 1rpotri;X8ov - D a b c g1 k; add oZ 3£ before >..~OfltTU
sol; 9 29 first hand omitted ')'t~U> u,.Uv sol; 9 80 om 0 before
:'ij - D (Latin); 9 82 om Lepanrov - B ll. 71 892 &c. Sah
Boh Syrot Eth; 10 oi2 'll"oTritret (indicative for subjunctive) L 33 al; Ut Tour p.a8rrrar for Toir J~J"a p.a8rrrwr (cf. the
minuscules 1 280 1194 and Von Soden's 185 and 1349, both
from Athos, which omit J~JeJCa, and MS 118, which has TOW
OWOEKa p.a8rrrar); Ut eYTeii6ev for eKei6ev sol.
Greek Fragment 4 is also a single leaf of a parchment lectionary. It now measures 101/ 1 by 7'/, inches. The parchment
is strong and of medium thickness. The bottom has been trimmed into the shape of an heraldic shield, causing the loss of a
few letters on the bottom lines. The leaf was probably at one
time hung in the cell of a monk or had a similar mystical,
semi-religious use.
There are two columns of thirty lines each to the page. The
average length of line is about fifteen letters, though there is
much variation. The ink is mostly brown, but initials, reading
marks, and punctuation crosses are red. Lections are separated by a long ornament in red and blue ink. The writing is a
fairly neat, compact minuscule of the twelfth century. The two
lections preserved are Matthew 26 M - 27 2 and John 13 st14 t. The text seems to be of the Antioch type, but there are
a few interesting readings: Matthew 26 M om tTV sol; 26 73 om
Tou before iii' against the Antioch group and a few others; John
13 ss transpose e.y;., V!ra'Y"' -= MAB CD K L M ll al10 OL Go
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Chr; 13 86 add J.y(o after hou -M D S 1 U X 13 33 69 118 124:
157 34:6 al'0 OL Go Cop Arm SJri' Or Chr.
In conclusion it may be observed that fragment 2, 3, and 4:
show no relationship to the miniatures bought with them. We
have above noted the same freedom of relationship of fragment 1 towards the Washington MSS in the Freer Collection.
The most that can be said in either case is that the fragments
are of such age that they might have been owned by the same
monasteries, which possessed their more famous companions.

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Henry A. Sanders.
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